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Abstract
Generative conversational agents are known to
suffer from problems like inconsistency and
hallucination, and a big challenge in studying
these issues remains evaluation: they are not
properly reflected in common text generation
metrics like perplexity or BLEU, and alterna-
tive implicit methods like semantic similarity or
NLI labels can be misguided when few specific
tokens are decisive. In this work we propose
ConsisTest; a factual consistency benchmark
including both WH and Y/N questions based
on PersonaChat, along with a hybrid evaluation
pipeline which aims to get the best of symbolic
and sub-symbolic methods. Using these and
focusing on pretrained generative models like
BART, we provide detailed analysis on how
the model’s factual consistency is affected by
variations in question and context.

1 Introduction

Although capable of producing fluent responses,
generative conversational models have proved to
be prone to problems like hallucination and self-
contradiction, which do not go away with increas-
ing model size (Roller et al., 2021; Adiwardana
et al., 2020; Shuster et al., 2021b).

In knowledge-grounded conversation, the promi-
nent issue is hallucination —i.e. generating plausi-
ble looking statements that are factually incorrect—
and can be partly mitigated by improving the
knowledge selection or retrieval module (Shuster
et al., 2021a). In open-domain chitchat, where
the grounding “knowledge” is mainly personal at-
tributes and facts (preset before or said during the
conversation), this manifests itself as inconsistency
or forgetfulness (Table 1) where the conversational
agent does not commit to its personal narrative al-
though the facts are present in the conversational
context. These self-contradictions immediately dis-
rupt the conversational flow and cause the agents to
fail in gaining user trust and their long-term com-
munication confidence (Nie et al., 2021).

Agent persona
my name is paul.

I live with my two sons in chicago.

my favorite color is green.

I am a professional golf player.

Utterances
user> hi! what’s your name?

- my name is paul. how are you today?

user> I am good. my name is luna.

- nice to meet you luna. what do you do for work?

user> I am a journalist. are you married ?

- no I am not married. do you have any kids?

user> I don’t. how about you?

- I have two sons. do you have any hobbies?

user> I like to read. what was your name again?.

- my name is luna. what is your favorite color?

Table 1: Example interaction with a pre-trained genera-
tive model fine-tuned on the PersonaChat dataset, which
ends with an inconsistency.

On a general level, open-domain conversational
consistency can be defined with respect to persona,
style, and context (Huang et al., 2020). When lim-
ited to persona and context (which is often the
case in literature), due to the inherent logical as-
pect, consistency becomes a relatively objective
and quantifiable attribute compared to most other
conversational traits: While qualities like human-
ness, interestingness or engagingness (Li et al.,
2019) usually need human evaluation for a reliable
assessment, consistency can be fairly estimated
using simplifying assumptions. In particular, iden-
tifying inconsistent utterances can be reduced to a
classic NLI (natural language inference) problem
by assuming that contradictions are contained in
a sentence pair (Welleck et al., 2019). Following
the NLI paradigm, many studies have tried to pro-
vide better and bigger datasets or models to train
for detecting contradictions. These efforts how-
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ever mainly focused on the overall assessment at
inference time —which allows for improving con-
sistency by re-ranking response candidates—, and
have not explored enough the fine-grained depen-
dencies of consistency, subject to parameters like
data and training.

In this work we try to get new insights into con-
versational consistency, via simplifying assump-
tions that allow to reduce the problem one step
further, into a pseudo-QA case. To this end, we cre-
ate an evaluation dataset following an interrogative
approach; i.e. posing factual questions about the
facts that are already mentioned in the conversation
history or persona. This allows us to develop and
use a hybrid evaluation method for precise perfor-
mance assessment.

Our contribution is threefold:(1) We present Con-
sisTest: an interrogative conversational QA dataset
with both WH and Y/N questions to assess factual
consistency in open-domain conversational agents.
(2) We develop a hybrid evaluation pipeline, tai-
lored to our dataset which provides reliable consis-
tency scores, highly correlated with human eval-
uation. (3) We use the benchmark to explore the
effect of parameters like question source and ques-
tion type on model’s consistency1.

2 Related Work

Consistency and factuality of responses has al-
ways been one of the main qualities in the assess-
ment of conversational agents but framing it as an
NLI problem by Welleck et al. (2019) opened the
way for reliable automatic evaluations using mod-
els trained on labelled data: They introduced the
DNLI dataset, comprising of premise-hypothesis
pairs semi-automatically generated from the Per-
sonaChat persona statements and showed that using
the NLI model to re-rank generated responses, im-
proves persona consistency in dialogue. Dziri et al.
(2019) created InferConvAI, another dataset based
on PersonaChat personas, and applied it for dia-
logue topic coherence evaluation. Li et al. (2020)
employed such an evaluator for unlikelihood train-
ing and showed its effectiveness for improving log-
ical consistency, while Mesgar et al. (2021) used
it as a reward function in reinforcement learning
with positive impact on the factual consistency be-
tween response and persona facts. To address the
limitations of DNLI, Nie et al. (2021) introduced

1The dataset and evaluation code are available at: https:
//github.com/ELotfi/consistest

DECODE, a human-written fully-conversational
dataset based on multiple datasets and covering
logical and context-related reasoning beyond per-
sonal facts, which proved to result in significantly
more robust consistency evaluation.

Another approach (besides the NLI-based meth-
ods) for automatic evaluation of consistency is ask-
ing and answering questions, which is more appli-
cable to knowledge-grounded conversation. Origi-
nally proposed in abstractive summarization (Dur-
mus et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020), it assumes that
factually equivalent or consistent texts should be in-
terchangeably usable to generate factual questions
and to answer them. Honovich et al. (2021) adapted
it to introduce Q2, to assess factual consistency in
knowledge-grounded dialogues with significantly
higher correlation with human judgement.

More related to our work, Li et al. (2020) applied
a similar interrogative approach (but limited to WH
questions on history) combined with NLI-based
assessment, to provide a framework for evaluating
consistency in open-domain conversational agents,
and used it to compare chatbots in interactive se-
tups. Finally, Rashkin et al. (2021) explored adding
control code features (via special tokens) to inform
a pretrained model about the groundedness of re-
sponses in knowledge-grounded conversations, and
showed that by using these codes during the infer-
ence, the model can be effectively persuaded to
generate more grounded responses.

3 ConsisTest

The ConsisTest benchmark is based on ‘interrog-
ative factual questioning’: Since a consistent dia-
logue agent should commit to its personal narrative,
to assess consistency, we ask the agent factual ques-
tions about previously stated or uttered facts, and
demand accordance with them.

To create the benchmark, we apply this approach
on the popular PersonaChat dataset (Zhang et al.,
2018) which contains crowd-sourced conversations
grounded in predefined “personas” (i.e. a set of 4–6
simple personal statements), and therefore allows
us to study both the persona and history consistency.
Figure 1 demonstrates the overall process in two
steps: First, a PersonaChat persona+conversation
pair (a) is studied to produce simple factual ques-
tions in both WH and Y/N formats (b). Then these
questions are appended to conversation segments
to create a benchmark sample (c).

Next we discuss the process in more detail.
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Figure 1: Creating ConsisTest: a) An (edited) example of a conversation from PersonaChat. Unshaded utterances
are from the speaker with the mentioned persona (agent). b) Producing factual questions from Persona or History
via generation or extraction. c) Creating ConsisTest samples by adding produced questions after the facts they are
based on: immediately after (d=0), and with 2 turns in between (d=2).

3.1 Producing Questions
As mentioned above, the first step is to
produce questions from a PersonaChat per-
sona+conversation sample. The original valida-
tion set –which we use here– contains 1000 per-
sona+conversation pairs, but a quick study shows
that the 1000 persona sets are curated from 550
unique statements. We use three methods to ac-
quire factual questions from these statements as
well as utterances (more details in Appendix A):

• Rule-based Generation: Using a simple rule-
based process and proper templates, we gen-
erate Y/N questions based on persona state-
ments and (cleaned) factual utterances (Figure
1-(b)-top).

• Neural Generation: Using a T5 model (Raf-
fel et al., 2020) finetuned on answer-agnostic
question generation with SQuAD, we produce
WH-questions based on persona statements
and (cleaned) factual utterances. The outputs
are then used to get answers from the context
(as spans) via an extractive question answer-
ing model (Figure 1-(b)-bottom).

• Extraction: We extract question and answer
pairs that already exist in the utterances (Fig-
ure 1-(b)-middle). We mark these History-
Extracted, as opposed to History-Generated
which are questions generated from history.

During the procedure, we annotate the question

Source (Persona, History-Generated or History-
Extracted), question Type (WH or Y/N), and —in
the case of history-based questions— the Turn
index in dialogue from which the QA has been
generated or extracted. We also manually annotate
the Fact (Figure 1-(b)) on which the question is
based as a self-contained statement which can act
as the gold long answer to the proposed question
(as opposed to Truth which only contains the short
answer keywords). At the end we obtain around
12k question-answer candidates which after man-
ual cleaning and filtering (details in Appendix A)
amount to 3125 samples. Table 2 shows the statis-
tics of the final QA set2.

Source Total # WH Y/N Extracted
Persona 1100 492 608 -
History 2025 1613 412 588
Total 3125 2105 1020 588

Table 2: Statistics of the final QA set. The “Extracted”
column is already counted in WH and Y/N numbers.

3.2 Creating Benchmark Samples
Having the questions at hand, we now can append
them to proper dialog segments (or contexts) to

2Since the persona-based and history-based questions have
been created from 550 statements and 1000 dialogues respec-
tively, these numbers mean that on average each persona state-
ment has originated 2 questions, while the same is true for a
whole dialogue. This difference in question density will mani-
fest itself when constructing the final benchmark, as observed
in the next section.
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Source Total # WH Y/N Extracted
Persona 15088 7008 8080 -
History 3545 2818 727 1023
Total 18633 9826 8807 1023

Table 3: Distribution of samples in ConsisTest-02. The
“Extracted” column is already counted in WH and Y/N
numbers.

create benchmark samples (Figure 1-(c)). Since a
question theoretically can be asked anywhere after
its supporting fact, we examine two cases: d = 0;
i.e. question comes right after the fact (c-top), and
d = 2; i.e. question comes 2 turns after the fact
(c-bottom).3 Following these conventions, we get
a set of 18633 conversational samples (context +
question), which we call ConsisTest-02 (referring
to the chosen values for d or distance parameter).
Table 3 shows the details.

The curated benchmark can now be used to as-
sess a dialog agent’s factual consistency if we have
a reliable way to evaluate the agent’s responses to
the proposed context+question pair.

4 Evaluation Method

Evaluating generated text is a well-known chal-
lenge in NLP, situated between the inadequacies of
automatic metrics and difficulties of human eval-
uation (van der Lee et al., 2019). When limited
to answering questions, the task becomes more
manageable and well-defined since there are often
logically limited sets of correct or ‘gold’ answers
that can act as reference. In particular, factual ques-
tions provide the possibility to formulate the prob-
lem as span extraction (e.g. SQuAD dataset (Ra-
jpurkar et al., 2016)) which then can be evaluated
with more confidence using token-level comparison
methods like the F1-score. But the conversational
aspect of our problem prevents us from directly
and exclusively relying on token-level evaluation,
since the overall semantic agreement between the
response and reference fact is not guaranteed.

A common alternative, especially when dealing
with consistency, is using NLI models (Welleck
et al., 2019) which classify the relationship between
a pair of phrases (corresponding to the reference
fact and model response in our case) as one of En-
tailment, Neutral or Contradiction. This is quite

3Note that the context received by the conversational model
is Persona+History. Therefore for Persona-based questions,
the d = 0 case means that the conversation starts with the
question (i.e. no History).

helpful in identifying sharp inconsistencies but is
less sensitive to token-level nuances that might be
of interest in factual QAs. Regarding our bench-
mark, there are cases where the pure NLI method
often falls short of a valid assessment, most no-
tably:

• Partial keyword coverage: NLI models of-
ten are unable to check for the full cov-
erage of important keywords. For exam-
ple the roberta-large-mnli model (re-
ferred to as RobNLI in the rest of this section)
identifies the [‘My cats are called snow and
winter.’ , ‘They are called winter.’] pair as
Entailment.

• Neutralized judgement: When the provided
hypothesis goes beyond the premise content
(which is quite common in conversational
data), the model’s verdict can shift towards
“Neutral”. For example, while RobNLI clas-
sifies [‘My cats are called snow and winter.’
, ‘they are called snow and puffy.’] as Con-
tradiction, changing the hypothesis to ‘they
are called snow and puffy. I love them a lot.’
results in a Neutral verdict.

• Y/N questions: In our case, the included Y/N
questions prove to bring new challenges. First,
the agent might give brief answers (e.g. I
am. or Nope.), which are not self-contained
enough for an NLI model to do a solid judg-
ment. Second, it turns out that agreement
between the short and long answer is not a
given in generated responses4. For example
when asked ‘Are you single?’ (with Fact = ‘I
am married.’), models occasionally respond
with phrases like ‘yes I’m married.’ which we
consider to be wrong, while any NLI model
would naturally classify the [‘I am married’ ,
‘yes I’m married.’] pair as Entailment.

Fine-tuning the classic NLI model on conversa-
tional data (e.g. the DNLI dataset (Welleck et al.,
2019)) leads to partial improvement but to achieve
more accurate results we decide to develop a hybrid
pipeline which tries to get the best of the symbolic
and sub-symbolic methods.

4.1 The Hybrid Approach
Our hybrid method consists of 3 main components:
1) Rule-based assessment, 2) NLI model, and 3)

4We will revisit this observation later in the experiments.
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Figure 2: Our Hybrid evaluation pipeline for Y/N (left) and WH questions (right).

Token-level metrics. Figure 2 shows how these
components are used based on the question type5:

• Y/N questions: Here the method tries to
deal with the Y/N short-answer challenges
(mentioned above) before using the NLI mod-
ule. More specifically, it first checks (via
templates) whether the response starts with
a short-form answer like no. or I do., in which
case the short answer is assessed using rules.
Then the NLI module is employed to compare
the response with the reference fact.

• WH questions: Here the NLI module acts as
a safeguard to make sure the response does
not contradict the reference fact. If the re-
sponse passes this check, it will be scored by
the Recall of the Truth keywords.

Note that the token-level assessment, seemingly
applies a more strict measure of consistency which
demands grounding and punishes generic or ir-
relevant responses. However, since all questions
have their supporting facts present in the context
received by the conversational model: a) generic
responses like ‘I don’t know.’ can be safely con-
sidered inconsistent, and b) completely irrelevant
responses are almost non-existent.

To assess the pipeline, we compare the perfor-
mance of the following methods with human evalu-
ation:

• F1: F1-score of response with respect to Fact.

• Recall: Ratio of Truth keywords covered in
response.

5More details can be found in Appendix B

• RobNLI: Entailment score of response
(ref.=Fact) according to RoBERTa-large
model finetuned on MNLI data.

• RobDNLI: Entailment score of response
(ref.=Fact) according to The RobNLI model
finetuned on the DNLI dataset (Welleck et al.,
2019).

• Hybrid(RobNLI): Our Hybrid pipeline, with
RobNLI as the NLI module.

• Hybrid(RobDNLI): Our Hybrid pipeline,
with RobDNLI as the NLI module.

For the evaluation set, we first generate re-
sponses to 1000 extra pairs of context+question us-
ing 4 pretrained models finetuned on PersonaChat,
under slightly different settings. We then randomly
sample 1000 instances to be manually scored fol-
lowing simple guidelines that are described in Ap-
pendix C. Finally, we apply the listed methods on
the same set and compare their scores with human
evaluation.

Method \Subset All WH Y/N MSE
F1 .517 .512 .520 .214
Recall .553 .564 .538 .131
RobNLI .511 .448 .599 .256
RobDNLI .71 .709 .715 .220
Hyb (RobNLI) .604 .545 .686 .071
Hyb (RobDNLI) .640 .565 .743 .047
Human Eval .645 .577 .739 0.0

Table 4: Consistency score obtained by different meth-
ods/baselines applied on the curated evaluation set.
MSE is the mean square error against the human evalu-
ation scores.
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Figure 3: Punctuating a conversational input sequence (e.g. in ConsisTest) with special tokens to mark the speakers.

Table 4 shows the results on the curated set and
its question-type subsets. The last column shows
the mean square error against the human evaluation
scores. As one can see, the Hybrid(RobDNLI)
method achieves the best results (i.e. closest
to human evaluation) on average and across all
subsets, which agrees with the observation that
RobDNLI and Recall —as the main components
of this method— have very good performances on
the Y/N and WH subsets, respectively. In other
words the Hybrid method manages to benefit from
the strengths of symbolic and sub-symbolic ap-
proaches by properly switching between them.

Based on these results, we pick the Hy-
brid(RobDNLI) method as our consistency eval-
uation approach for the rest of this paper. It should
be mentioned however that the Hybrid method is
tailored to the specifics of this problem and dataset
and, although it might work well in other cases, it is
not presented here as a generic evaluation method
for consistency.

5 Experiments

Having a reliable evaluation method, we can now
delve deeper to see how/if the consistency of a
conversational model is affected by question prop-
erties (e.g. Source and Type) and training setups
(e.g. input encoding scheme).

As the standard model, we pick the base version
of BART (Lewis et al., 2020) which is a pretrained
encoder-decoder transformer with a total number
of 12 layers (6+6) and 140M parameters. To en-
code the inputs, we follow the standard practice of
identifying the speakers via <user> and <agent>
‘special tokens’ (Wolf et al., 2019). Figure 3 shows
the result of applying such an encoding to an arbi-
trary sample of ConsisTest or PersonaChat dataset.

We choose 3 full turns -or 6 utterances- for the
memory size (maximum number of previous utter-
ances kept in the context) and finetune the model on
PersonaChat train set for 6 epochs (early-stopping)
with an effective batch size of 128. We then use

the finetuned model to do inference on ConsisTest-
02; i.e. generating responses to the provided con-
text+question pairs. To ease reproducibility, we im-
plement the training and inference using the Trainer
and generate methods from the HuggingFace Trans-
formers library (Wolf et al., 2020). Table 5 shows
the obtained scores.

All Persona History
WH Y/N WH Y/N

.74 .86 .80 .35 .57

Table 5: Factual consistency scores on ConsisTest-02
for BART-base

5.1 Question Source

One interesting observation in Table 5 is the large
gap in consistency score between the Persona- and
History-based questions. To explain this gap, we
consider three potential factors or hypotheses:

1. Linguistic-Statistical: The Persona-based
questions (in our dataset) are essentially easier
to answer than the History-based ones.

2. Structural: The supporting fact for Persona-
based questions is clean and clear (a persona
statement) whereas the History-based facts
should be extracted or even induced from the
utterances.

3. Positional: There is a positional bias at work
which benefits Persona-based questions since
their supporting fact comes in the beginning
of the input.

To assess the first, we consider the ultimate case
in which the model only receives the clean sup-
porting statement (i.e. the Fact) as context. This
eliminates the structural disparities and transforms
the problem into a very straightforward Question-
Answering with minimum noise (no irrelevant in-
formation in the context) whose results can be used
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Model Input Persona History
WH Y/N WH Y/N

Persona + History + Question (standard) .86 .80 .35 .57
Fact + Question .93 .82 .90 .82
Persona + Fact + History + Question .86 .80 .66 .74
Fact + Persona + History + Question .81 .76 .79 .80

Table 6: The effect of providing clean grounding context on model’s consistency score under different combinations
of input

as a proxy for ‘average question difficulty’. Results
(second row in Table 6) show that this modifica-
tion almost fills the gap between the subset per-
formances, and can be taken as an indication that
the History-based questions —by themselves— are
not significantly more challenging than the Persona-
based ones.

To assess the second hypothesis, we do the in-
ference and evaluation again, but this time for the
History-based questions we add the Fact to the end
of the Persona section and mask the grounding
turn (i.e. the utterance containing the Fact) in His-
tory. The evaluation results (third row in Table 6)
show an expected boost in the History-based subset
which is more significant for WH questions (.35 to
.66), but it does not fully eliminate the performance
gap.

For the third hypothesis (positional bias), we re-
peat the previous experiment but this time we add
the Fact to the beginning of Persona instead of its
end. As the last row in Table 6 shows, this change
not only results in a significant boost in the History-
based performance, it also has a negative effect
on the Persona-based performance, bringing them
almost on par with each other6. We can therefore
conclude that the structural and positional advan-
tages are mainly responsible for the source-based
performance gap.

5.2 Question Type

As foreshadowed in 4, one observation in model
responses to Y/N questions is the frequent disagree-
ment between the three (potential) parts of a Y/N
response; i.e. yes/no, short answer, and long an-
swer. In many cases, although the long answer
is correct and consistent, the short answer or the
yes/no part contradicts it, leading to examples like

6To rule out the possibility of training bias (i.e. early per-
sona statements are significantly more talked and asked about
in the training set), we train a model with persona statement
permutation, which does not result in any significant change
in performance scores.

yes I work at a school in response to do you work at
a bar?, asked based on the Fact :I work at a school.

To get a better idea of the weight of this issue, we
look into the Persona-based subset which contains
most of the Y/N questions. Table 7 shows the
results. The included percentages are relative to the
previous column; for example the first row shows
that from the 5178 Y/N questions with positive
Truth, 12% were answered incorrectly, of which
76% had incorrect short answers. From these we
can see that:

1. Negation is significantly more challenging
than confirmation (35% vs. 12% error rate).

2. Short-long-answer inconsistency accounts for
the majority of Y/N mistakes (87% in total).

3. Short-long-answer inconsistency is more evi-
dent in negation cases 93% vs. 76%).

Truth Total # Wrong Ans. Wrong Short Ans.
Yes 5178 621 (12%) 475 (76%)
No 2904 1007 (35%) 936 (93%)
All 8082 1628 (20%) 1411 (87%)

Table 7: Error analysis in the Persona-based Y/N ques-
tion subset (BART-base-special). Percentages are rela-
tive to the previous column.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work we tried to obtain new insights into
one of the prominent issues in open-domain con-
versational modeling, i.e. consistency. Taking a
factual questioning approach, we built a bench-
mark dataset (ConsisTest) based on PersonaChat,
and developed a hybrid evaluation pipeline that
takes advantage of both symbolic and sub-symbolic
methods to achieve high correlation with human
evaluation of factual consistency. Then, focusing
on pretrained generative transformers (i.e. BART),
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we studied how the consistency score varies in dif-
ferent subsets of our benchmark: We confirmed the
intuition that in a persona-history setting, remain-
ing consistent with respect to conversation history
is significantly more challenging than commitment
to persona, and we showed that this gap is mainly
rooted in structural and positional advantages of
the latter. We also observed that in the case of
Y/N questions, agreement between the short and
long answer is not a given with these models, and
accounts for the majority of Y/N inconsistencies.

Many more aspects and dependencies of conver-
sational consistency remain to be explored, includ-
ing the difference between the History-Generated
and History-Extracted questions, effect of inser-
tion distance (d), importance of the base model
(e.g. decoder-only models like GPT2 vs. encoder-
decoders like BART), and the detailed dynamics
behind the apparent positional bias observed in 5.1.
These, along with the refinement and expansion
of the dataset, provide interesting options for the
future work.

7 Limitations

The choices we made in our study, come with
their own limitations which should be acknowl-
edged and –if possible– addressed in future work.
Most importantly, is the statistical and linguistic
properties of our benchmark dataset which only
includes short, clear and straightforward question-
answer pairs. While highly facilitating our evalu-
ation method, we should keep in mind that chal-
lenges in conversational consistency are not limited
to the factual aspect. The benchmark can also bene-
fit from more instances and a better question-source
balance, specially if discrepancies between the
History-Generated and History-Extracted subset
performances are to be explored. Finally, having
access to fine-grained QA annotations (e.g. com-
plexity proxies like whether the question can be
answered by simple extraction, or does it need the
employment of external common sense, multi-hop
reasoning, coreference resolution etc.) enables us
to make more reliable conclusions.

In the evaluation part, our hybrid pipeline demon-
strates relatively accurate results, showing that it is
well-suited to our data. But this comes at the cost
of ‘specificity’ which makes it less robust to future
modifications. Therefore the pipeline’s scope of va-
lidity should be considered before its employment
in new scenarios.
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A Appendix: Question Generation and
Cleaning

PersonaChat’s validation set contains 1000 dia-
logues and 7801 utterance pairs. Each dialogue
comes with a persona set for the “self” speaker
(which hereafter we refer to as “agent”), corre-
sponding to even utterances. In total these sets
amount to 4483 persona statements which are un-
seen in the training set but are not all unique; i.e.
the 1000 persona sets are combinations of around
550 unique statements7. We distill these unique per-
sona lines and use them as input for two question
generation methods:

• Deep Neural Generation pipeline using a T5
model finetuned on answer-agnostic question
generation with SQuAD. The outputs (ques-
tions) are then used to get answers from the
context by a question answering model. Be-
cause of its extractive nature, this pipeline
only produces WH questions.

• Rule-based Generation pipeline using a sim-
ple rule-based process which checks for the
polarity of the statement (mainly based on the
presence of negation) and then generates Y/N
questions following proper templates. Here
the simple and repetitive structure of persona
statements comes in useful8.

For the History-based questions we distinguish
two ways to produce questions:

• Generation: Using the agent’s utterances in
the same way as personas (i.e. feeding them to
the deep and rule-based generation pipelines
to get WH and Y/N QA candidates). Since
utterances are not single-sentence clean state-
ments like personas, we first split each agent’s
utterance into sentences and filter out the inter-
rogative ones (using question words and ‘?’ as
clues), as these rarely contain any information
about the agent. We mark these questions as
Hist_Gen.

• Extraction: In many cases, a Q&A pair al-
ready exists in the utterances but they often es-
cape the previous approach due to short-form
answers (e.g. the 3rd turn in Figure 1-(a)).
To capture these we extract utterance pairs
in which a question is asked from the agent

7670, considering contractions (e.g. I’m vs. I am)
8e.g. out of 550 statements, 148 start with I am or I have.

(using question cues), and clean the pair by
removing any possible non-interrogative parts
from the first, and any interrogative parts from
the second utterance. We mark these ques-
tions as Hist_Ext.

In the cleaning process we filter the produced
QA pairs mainly by removing errors and dupli-
cates, but also WH questions based on clearly non-
exclusive facts. For example in Figure 1-(a) one
candidate question about the first persona might be:
What animal do you love? with the answer being
‘cats’. We remove this QA since ‘cats’ is not neces-
sarily the complete answer, as the agent might also
love other animals!9. This step allows us to safely
apply the seemingly stricter consistency measure
discussed in 4.1; i.e. with an exclusive fact, a gen-
eral or uninformative response can be more fairly
and confidently rejected as inconsistency.

B Appendix: Evaluation Method

The evaluation pipeline receives Truth, Fact and
model’s Response to perform a hybrid evaluation.
It comprises of two main components:

Symbolic: which does token-level comparison
between Response and Truth.

Sub-symbolic: which uses an NLI (Natural
Language Inference) classifier to do sentence-
level comparison between Response and Fact.
Based on Table 4 we use RobDNLI which is the
roberta-large-mnli model finetuned on the
DNLI dataset (Welleck et al., 2019), and classifies
the relationship between a pair of inputs as one of
Entailment, Neutral or Contradiction.

Before using the pipeline, Response and Truth
go through a pre-processing step which first re-
moves the potential interrogative parts in Response
(e.g. the second sentence in ‘They are called snow
and winter. Do you have any hobbies?’), using
simple pattern matching. Then numeric words in
Response and Truth (if any) are converted to dig-
its using a rule-based code (e.g. twenty one –>
21). After this step, Response and Truth/Fact are
compared based on the question type as was demon-
strated in Figure 2:

• Y/N Questions: Using a lexicon, the pipeline
first checks if the Response starts with a short
form answer (e.g. yes, I do., etc.). If so, it
checks whether the short form is wrong (e.g.
yes or I do. to a negative question) in which

9However the Y/N question Do you love cats? is kept
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Fact Question Truth Response

1 I’m 30. how old are you? 30 I’ve a german shepherd named barnaby.

2 I like spawn and the x men What comic books do you
like?

spawn and
the x men

I like all kinds of comic books.

3 I drive a bmw. do you drive a mercedes? no I do. I drive a bmw.

4 I don’t go to school anymore. are you going to school at all? no no. I am a student. what do you do for
fun?

Table 8: Examples of Inconsistency (score = 0) demonstrating annotation guidelines.

case the score will be 0. Otherwise (i.e. cor-
rect short answer), the Response receives full
score (1) unless the NLI model identifies it
as contradicting the Fact, in which case the
score will be 0. If the Response does not start
with a short form, the value of NLI(Response,
Truth)==Entailment is used as the score.

• WH Questions: Here the recalled ratio of
Truth tokens in Response is returned, unless
the NLI model identifies the Response as con-
tradicting the Fact, in which case the score
will be 0.

C Appendix: Human Evaluation

We score the 1000-sample response set for consis-
tency, following these guidelines:

• The response should be (partly or fully)
grounded in the fact about which the agent
is asked. Therefore —and using the taxon-
omy described in Dziri et al. (2021)— generic,
off-topic, uncooperative or hallucinative re-
sponses are considered inconsistent or wrong.
(rows 1–2 in Table 8)

• In Y/N questions, the label/score is binary
(0 or 1), and a “correct” answer should be
consistent across its parts. Therefore any dis-
agreement between the Yes/No part, the short
answer and the long answer (if present) results
in score = 0. (rows 3–4 in Table 8)

• In WH questions, the response is labeled as in-
consistent, partly consistent or fully consistent
(corresponding to [0, .5, 1] scores) based on
agreement with Truth/Fact. The score should
take into account the recalled fraction of Truth
keywords (positive) as well as any halluci-
nated ones (negative). The exact lexical match
is not important as long as the same concept(s)
are conveyed.

Then a second annotator was presented with the
guidelines and the demonstrative examples, and
asked to score a 500-sample subset. Table 9 shows
the agreement results (Cohen’s κ) for the Y/N and
WH subsets which —not surprisingly— are quite
high.

Subset Cohen κ Annot. 1 Annot. 2
(avg. score) (avg. score)

Y/N QAs .94 .69 .67
WH QAs .88 .59 .58
All - .632 .618

Table 9: Agreement between annotators in labeling the
Y/N and WH responses. The last two columns show the
average values when labels are taken for their numeric
values.

D Appendix: Training and inference
parameters

We choose 3 turns (or 6 utterances) for the memory
size (maximum number of previous utterances
kept in the context) and do the finetuning with
early-stopping w.r.t evaluation set, using an
effective batch size of 128 and lr=2e-5. To
ease the reproducibility, we implement the
training and inference using the Trainer and
generate methods from the HuggingFace
Transformers library (Wolf et al., 2020). The
inference is done in a greedy way unless stated
otherwise. The BART-base, BART-large and
RoBERTa-MNLI model are accessible from
this library as facebook/bart-base,
facebook/bart-large and
roberta-large-mnli respectively.
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